Books are NOT scary!!!!
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There is no book too scary.
Scary books = Creative and Imaginary minds.

Step 1: Gathering a group of people together to not ban horror books just based on the content of
the book. First we would have to create a letter informing people that horror books are not
inappropriate books unless the adults choose to let their child read a book that might not be
suitable for his/her age group. Then we would send this letter to the authorities explaining why
we are against banning books. Next we would protest around the community to keep people
notified about the banned book struggle. Finally we would address them that there are specific
policies for books and minors have the ability to read whatever they want so banning books
shouldn't even be a thing.
Step 2: Having all the age groups on our side to fight against banning books would be the best
thing for the cause. Having people in our ranks from ages 8 to 88 would help in having someone
from each genre. The age groups could go through each banned book and tell why that book
should not be banned. Securing the age groups is vital for the fight against our freedom to
read. Targeting the age groups is key in protecting future generations against book banning.
The 3rd step: Why books are needed. All books are good books. It's doesn't matter what genre it
is. Having all these books can do a lot for us. We as students need these books to help us out in
everyday life. These books help us in our educational purposes, creativity, and the way our
minds work. Books can creative good imaginary minds and can help us distinguish what the
major points are in the book. They are also suspenseful and makes us want more from the author.
Books are a way to get involve in reading so we can better ourselves. Without books, we would
be bored beyond imagination and wouldn't have any type of creativity to our lives.

